First Implementation of TES Bolometer Arrays with SQUID-based Multiplexed Readout on a Balloon-Borne Platform


ABSTRACT

EBEX (the E and B EXperiment) is a balloon-borne telescope designed to measure the polarisation of the cosmic microwave background radiation. During a two week long duration science flight over Antarctica, EBEX will operate 768, 384 and 280 spider-web transition edge sensor (TES) bolometers at 150, 250 and 410 GHz, respectively. The 10-hour EBEX engineering flight in June 2009 over New Mexico and Arizona provided the first usage of both a large array of TES bolometers and a Superconducting QUantum Interference Device (SQUID) based multiplexed readout in a space-like environment. This successful demonstration increases the technology readiness level of these bolometers and the associated readout system for future space missions. A total of 82, 49 and 82 TES detectors were operated during the engineering flight at 150, 250 and 410 GHz. The sensors were read out with a new SQUID-based digital frequency domain multiplexed readout system that was designed to meet the low power consumption and robust autonomous operation requirements presented by a balloon experiment. Here we describe the system and the remote, automated tuning of the bolometers and SQUIDs. We compare results from tuning at float to ground, and discuss bolometer performance during flight.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The E and B experiment (EBEX) is a balloon-borne telescope designed to measure the polarisation of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) from degree to 10' scales. Its primary goals are to detect or set an upper limit on the B-mode polarisation produced by inflationary gravity waves, detect B-modes generated by gravitational lensing, and characterize the properties of polarized dust. EBEX will circumnavigate Antarctica for 14 days at the end of 2011 operating 768, 384 and 280 spider-web transition edge sensor (TES) bolometers at 150, 250 and 410 GHz, respectively. These three frequency bands will allow foreground characterization and subtraction. Polarimetry is achieved with a fixed wire grid analyzer and a continuously rotating half wave plate (HWP) operating at a temperature of 4 K.

The EBEX engineering flight took place on June 11th 2009 from Fort Sumner, New Mexico. During 10 hours at an average altitude of 35,000 m, the engineering flight allowed for the evaluation of all the major instrument subsystems, including the TES detectors, multiplexed readout and continuously rotating HWP. The left panels of Fig. 1 show sketches of the payload. A total of 82, 49 and 82 TES bolometers were operated at 150, 250 and 410 GHz. The detectors were read out with SQUID-based, digital frequency domain multiplexing (DfMUX) electronics, shown in right panel of Fig. 1. These were developed for EBEX with the goal of achieving low power consumption, small form factor, and robust autonomous operation. This flight represents the first time both TES bolometers and SQUID-based multiplexed readout system have been flown on a stratospheric balloon or satellite. This demonstration increases the technology readiness level of TES bolometers and their associated readout. In this paper, we focus on the detectors and SQUID readout performance, providing an overview of the systems and an assessment of their in-flight operation.

2. THE EBEX FOCAL PLANE

For the science flight, EBEX will be configured with two identical focal planes, each with four 150 GHz, two 250 GHz and one 410 GHz TES bolometer wafers developed and fabricated at the U.C. Berkeley Microlab. A photograph of a single focal plane configured for the engineering flight with one wafer from each of the frequency bands in place is shown in the left panel of Fig. 2. Detectors are coupled to the sky by smooth-walled conical feeds. Low-pass metal-mesh filters and high-pass waveguides select the band-pass for each frequency band. A

![Figure 1. Drawing of the EBEX telescope and gondola (left) and zoom on the receiver (center). Detectors are located in the cryostat. Biasing and demodulating wires are routed through aluminum tubes to the bolometers readout crates. Heat from the hottest electronic part of the DfMUX readout system signal processing board (right), the FPGA, is conductively transferred to the gondola through copper commercial ‘NanoSpreader’ heat pipes.](http://proceedings.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 11/01/2016 Terms of Use: http://spiedigitallibrary.org/ss/termsofuse.aspx)
Figure 2. Photo of the EBEX focal plane (left) configured with a 150, 250 and 410 GHz bolometer wafer for the EBEX engineering flight. The two science flight focal planes will be configured with four 150, two 250 and one 410 GHz bolometer wafers. Low-pass filters cover conical feedhorns, only visible at unpopulated wafer positions, leading photons to the bolometer wafers through high-pass filter waveguides. An EBEX bolometer wafer (center) consists of 140 spider-web transition edge sensor bolometers. The right panel shows a single device with TES located on the Au ring at the center of the photo.

wafer, shown in the middle panel of Fig. 2, contains 140 TES bolometers made by thin film deposition and optical lithography. A single detector is shown in the right panel of Fig. 2. A silicon nitride spider-web absorber is optimized for mm-wavelength radiation and thermally isolated from the 270 mK thermal bath by silicon nitride legs. An aluminum and titanium bilayer TES provides a measure of the absorber temperature. A thick layer of gold, visible at the center of the panel, increases the heat capacity of the TES, slowing down the TES response to a level commensurate with the absorber. Quarter-wavelength backshorts maximize the in-band photon absorption.

The EBEX detectors are being developed on the heritage from the detectors for the APEX-SZ and the South Pole Telescope (SPT) instruments. To optimize detector noise for the lower sky loading at float, the thermal conductance \( G = \partial P/\partial T \) is reduced compared to ground-based instruments. We accomplish this by removing the gold fingers used by APEX-SZ and SPT, modifying the spider-web leg geometry and lowering the critical temperature of the TES by tuning the aluminum and titanium thicknesses. The bolometer wafers flown for the engineering flight were prototypes and their parameters had not been tuned to the design values for science grade operation. Of the three bands, the 250 GHz detectors were found to have less susceptibility to electro-thermal oscillations at moderate detector loop gain and so we focus on these detectors only in this paper.

3. BOLOMETER CHARACTERIZATION

To monitor and adjust the detector fabrication process, an accurate characterization of the TES device parameters is required. Thermal conductance is determined from a measurement of the saturation power \( P_{\text{sat}} \) as a function of the bath temperature \( T_o \) with the bolometers inside an enclosure heat sunk to \( T_o \) so as to reduce the radiative loading to a negligible level. If the weak link thermal conductance is described by a power law,

\[
P_{\text{sat}} = \frac{C}{n+1} (T_c^{n+1} - T_o^{n+1}),
\]

where \( n \) and \( C \) are constants. Figure 3 shows such a measurement for bolometer 250-03-10. Fitting for \( C \), \( n \) and \( T_c \), the thermal conductance can be calculated from

\[
G = C T_c^n
\]
Figure 3. Saturation power as a function of the bath temperature for bolometer 250-03-10 inside an enclosure heat sunk to $T_o$ so as to reduce the radiative loading to a negligible level.

and the unitless factor accounting for the temperature gradient across the thermal link, from

$$\gamma = \frac{(n+1)}{(2n+3)} \frac{(1-[T_o/T_c]^{2n+3})}{(1-[T_o/T_c]^{n+1})}. \tag{3}$$

The 49 bolometers at 250 GHz that were operated during the engineering flight have an average critical temperature of $510 \pm 20$ mK, thermal conductance of $90 \pm 10$ pW/K and $\gamma$ of $0.50 \pm 0.01$.

Table 1 shows the average bolometer parameters for the 250 GHz detectors flown in the EBEX engineering flight and target parameters for the science flight. For the engineering flight, the normal resistance ($R_n$) of $1.9 \pm 0.2$ $\Omega$ is determined by fitting to the transfer function of the bolometer in series with an inductor and capacitor of known reactance, the optical loading ($P_{opt}$) of $2.0 \pm 1.6$ pW is obtained from a comparison between float and dark load curves, and the bias voltage ($V_b$) of $3.3 \pm 0.5 \mu V_{rms}$ is empirically determined. The electro-thermal feedback time constant ($\tau_{ETF}$) of $13$ ms is measured by electrically inducing a thermal signal in the TES and measuring its response as a function of frequencies.

Table 1. Average bolometer parameters for the EBEX 250 GHz detectors during the engineering flight and projected values for the science flight.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Engineering flight</th>
<th>Science flight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_c$ (mK)</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$ (pW/K)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_n$ (\Omega)</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{opt}$ (pW)</td>
<td>2.0 *</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_b$ (\mu V_{rms})</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{ETF}$ (ms)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* A neutral density filter was in place to attenuate the optical loading during the engineering flight.
4. THE READOUT SYSTEM

Readout signal multiplexing reduces the heat load on the sub-Kelvin bolometer stage and is essential for meeting the cryogenic heat load budget when operating large arrays of sub-Kelvin detectors. EBEX uses frequency domain multiplexing\textsuperscript{15} to transmit signals from several bolometers on a single set of wires, referred to as a multiplexed module or ‘mux’, from the sub-Kelvin bolometer stage to a SQUID mounted at 4 K.\textsuperscript{16} Within each multiplexed module, each detector is electrically biased in its superconducting transition with a unique sinusoidal voltage bias carrier in the frequency range of 200 kHz to 1.2 MHz, selected by an inductor-capacitor bandpass filter in series with the TES. A multiplexing factor of eight bolometers per SQUID was used during the engineering flight. We are planning to implement a multiplexing factor of 12 for the science flight.

The conceptual circuit of one multiplexer module of the DfMUX is shown in Fig. 4. The constant amplitude sinusoidal voltage biases for a single multiplexed module are synthesized as a comb by the room temperature electronics (“Carrier” in Fig. 4) and transmitted to the sub-Kelvin detector stage. The TES resistance is amplitude modulated by radiation from the sky, encoding the signal in the carrier’s sideband through negative electro-thermal feedback.\textsuperscript{17} A signal appears in the bolometer as a current inversely proportional to the incident optical power. The current from all the carriers in a multiplexed module are summed at the input to the SQUID together with a comb of nuller sinusoids (“Nuller” in Fig. 4) that are $180^\circ$ out of phase with the carrier signals. These nulling signals drastically reduce the dynamic range requirements of the SQUID by removing the carrier signal without affecting its sidebands. The nulled signal comb is transmitted to the ambient temperature DfMUX electronics where the entire amplitude modulated and nulled comb is digitized at 25 MHz (“Demod” in Fig. 4). Firmware algorithms implemented on a Xilinx Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) lock-in demodulate each detector’s sky signal separately, down sampling them to 190.73 Hz. The bolometer signals are transmitted over Ethernet to the flight control computer where they are recorded on disk.\textsuperscript{3}

The total power budget for a balloon payload is limited to $\sim 1$ kW. The digital version of the analog frequency multiplexing electronics was developed to fulfill this constraint. During the engineering flight, 12 DfMUX boards used a total of 240 W, or 20 W per DfMUX board. For the science flight, 28 DfMUX boards are planned. The multiplexing factor improvement increases the power consumption to 21 W per DfMUX board for a total expected power consumption of 580 W.

![Figure 4. Simplified schematic showing the digital frequency domain multiplexed readout for a single detector module. The FPGA synthesizes a carrier comb of sinusoids that bias the detectors. Each detector is placed in series with an inductor and capacitor on the sub-Kelvin stage which selects a single bias carrier from the comb. The sky signal amplitude modulates the bias carrier. The bias carriers from all detectors in a module are summed with a nuller comb at the input of the SQUID coil. The signals are amplified by the SQUID and digitized before being demodulated in the FPGA.](http://proceedings.spiedigitallibrary.org/lp-content/image/30766b5955f3244a273b5614a55632f1/42398_1_14378586_77411T-5.png)
Cooling on a balloon platform must be achieved through radiation. Heat is removed from the boards using commercial ‘NanoSpreader’ heat pipes\(^\text{18}\) that are glued to the hottest components on one end and attached mechanically to a radiating back plane on the other as shown in Fig. 1. In addition, the backplane also conducts heat to the gondola body, which also serves as a radiator. For the Antarctic long duration flight, for which there is higher power density in the readout crates, we will implement a liquid coolant system to aid in distributing the dissipated heat over a larger surface area of the gondola.

The bolometer readout crates, mounted on the sides of the gondola, are electrically isolated from the gondola to minimize electrical pickup. Radio frequency gaskets and aluminum tape are used at the crate seams to provide an RF seal. Fiber optic ports are used for Ethernet connections to the crates. The readout crates are electrically isolated from the flight computer and other readout crates by RF-filters. All signals going to the cryostat are routed through aluminum tubes and connect directly to the RF sealed cryostat through RF-filters.

5. BOLOMETER PERFORMANCE

5.1 Noise Expectation

Table 2 shows the expected white noise contributions from different sources referred to the current noise for an amplitude modulated signal through the SQUID input coil. Here, \( k \) is the Boltzmann constant, \( R_{\text{bolo}} \) is the bolometer resistance, \( h \) is the Planck constant and \( \Delta \nu \) is the bandwidth of the absorbed photons (70 GHz for the EBEX 250 GHz band). Separate columns show the expectation for average parameters of the 250 GHz detectors flown during the engineering flight and for the target 250 GHz detector design parameters of the science flight. For noise sources such as phonon and photon noise that produce thermal power on the detectors, we refer the noise equivalent power (NEP) to a current through the SQUID coil by multiplying by the AC-biased TES responsivity \( \sqrt{2}/V_{RMS} \). A factor \( \sqrt{2} \) is included for noise sources that produce uncorrelated power on both sides of the bias carrier to account for the demodulation which maps both sidebands to the same frequency at baseband. This is the case for readout noise and bolometer Johnson noise.\(^\text{10}\) We leave this factor explicit in the Table 2 to emphasize that this factor manifests itself post-demodulation and is not physically present at the SQUID input.

Table 2. Expected sources of noise in EBEX for the 250 GHz detectors during the engineering flight and projected for the science flight. No electro-thermal feedback suppression factor is included for Johnson noise in this table because the engineering flight detectors were not operated with high loop gain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noise source</th>
<th>Equation</th>
<th>Engineering flight ((pA_{\text{rms}}/\sqrt{\text{Hz}}))</th>
<th>Science flight ((pA_{\text{rms}}/\sqrt{\text{Hz}}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 K Readout</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>( \sqrt{2} \cdot 3.4 )</td>
<td>( \sqrt{2} \cdot 4.5 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warm Readout</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>( \sqrt{2} \cdot 5.7 )</td>
<td>( \sqrt{2} \cdot 4.8 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolometer Johnson</td>
<td>( \sqrt{2} \cdot \sqrt{\frac{4kT_c}{R_{\text{bolo}}}} )</td>
<td>( \sqrt{2} \cdot 5.0 )</td>
<td>( \sqrt{2} \cdot 6.0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolometer phonon</td>
<td>( \frac{\sqrt{2}}{\gamma} \cdot \sqrt{\gamma 4kT_c^2 G} )</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolometer photon</td>
<td>( \frac{\sqrt{2}}{\gamma} \cdot \sqrt{2P_{\text{opt}} h\nu} )</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolometer photon bunching</td>
<td>( \frac{\sqrt{2}}{\gamma} \cdot \sqrt{\frac{P_{\text{opt}}}{\Delta\nu}} )</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>33.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 SQUID and Readout Noise

In addition to the detector readout channels, we record signals from ‘dark’ SQUIDs that were not connected to any detectors. Noise from the ‘dark’ SQUIDs was demodulated at eight frequencies from 200 to 900 kHz, the frequency range used to bias the bolometers. Figure 5 shows an example of the signal power spectrum recorded for SQUID b05-A3 at 199836 Hz. The expected ‘dark’ SQUID readout noise is slightly smaller then...
the readout term in Tab. 2 because ‘dark’ SQUID channels have negligible contributions from the carrier and nuller synthesis electronics. The spectrum is white with an average value of 8.9 $pA_{rms}/\sqrt{Hz}$, averaged between 2.2 and 2.7 Hz where no undesired optical signal is present in the bolometer signal. This is about 20% higher than the expected value, consistent with the noise levels for six of the demodulated frequencies. We find most dark SQUID channels show noise higher than expected on the same order as the one shown in Fig. 5. The cause of the excess noise is under investigation. A copy of the SQUIDs and readout system operating in a lab cryostat exhibit noise consistent with the expected value. The observed SQUID readout noise has been taken into account when calculating expected bolometer noise.

5.3 Noise With Detectors Above the Superconducting Transition

One of the early steps in tuning the bias voltages for the detectors is to ‘over-bias’ them by providing enough electrical bias power to keep them above the superconducting transition. The detectors are normally ‘over-biased’ while the sub-Kelvin detector stage is cooling to its nominal operating temperature. After that temperature is reached the electrical bias power is decreased to lower the detectors into their transition.

‘Over-biased’ detector noise provides a measurement of the end-to-end readout system noise excluding phonon and photon noise from the TESs, since the detectors behave approximately as resistors. Figure 6 shows the distribution of the measured to predicted noise ratios for the 250 GHz detectors from the receiver sub-system alone closed to light, measured post-flight. The average measured to predicted ratio is 1.0 ± 0.1, excluding outliers.

5.4 In Transition Noise

Figure 5 shows the noise spectrum of detector 250-03-10 during the EBEX engineering flight biased to 70% of the normal resistance of the bolometer. The measured white noise level is 23 $pA_{rms}/\sqrt{Hz}$, consistent with the expected noise level. The bolometer parameters are thermal conductance of 72 pW/K, critical temperature of 490 mK, normal resistance of 1.5 $\Omega$ and voltage bias of 2.6 $\mu V_{rms}$ at 381888 Hz. Optical loading on the detector is measured to be 2.3 pW. Peaks at harmonics of 2 Hz are well understood optical signals from the half-wave plate that are not related to the performance of the detector or the readout system. While this detector belongs to a group of detectors showing nominal noise, there are others with noise level that is typically a factor of 1.3
Figure 6. Distribution of the measured to predicted noise ratio for the 250 GHz bolometers electrically biased above their superconducting transition measured, with the receiver alone on the ground.

higher than expectations. Similar noise degradation can be recreated in the lab when a SQUID’s dynamic range is used up by signals picked up from unstable detectors that are oscillating, such as the ones operating during the flight at other frequency bands. This is under investigation.

6. IN FLIGHT TUNING

EBEX was launched with the SQUIDs tuned and detectors ‘over-biased’ to maximise observation time. During the ascent, an event of unknown origin caused spurious magnetic flux to be trapped by the SQUIDs. Though this event wasn’t foreseen, it allowed for a demonstration of the automated remote setup and tuning of the bolometer camera. This involved releasing the trapped SQUID flux by heating the devices above their superconducting transition and recooling them, warming the detectors above their transition, ‘over-biasing’ the detectors, nulling the carriers, cooling the detector stage, then lowering the detectors into their transitions. A total of 82 minutes elapsed for retuning the entire focal plane, excluding the time for re-cooling to operating temperatures. This is longer than the time reported in Ref. 9, because a longer version of the tuning was employed to map out the parameter space of the SQUID and bolometer bias values. The left panel of Fig. 7 shows the voltage as a function of the flux bias for the SQUID tuning procedure of b01-B3 executed at float and on the ground. Though the SQUIDs typically required a different tuning at float, there was no degradation in their peak-to-peak response function. The right panel of Fig. 7 shows the bolometer tuning current as a function of the voltage bias for bolometer 250-09-03 repeatedly executed at various payload altitudes to measure optical loading.

7. CONCLUSION

Transition edge sensor bolometers with a multiplexed SQUID readout have been operated from a balloon platform for the first time during the EBEX engineering flight in June 2009. The digital frequency domain readout electronics designed for EBEX successfully tuned, monitored and operated the TES detectors and SQUIDs in a space-like environment. We have achieved bolometer sensitivity at the expected level for a subset of the detector channels. This demonstration increases the technology readiness level for TES bolometers and the DmUX SQUID readouts for satellite applications. We are now upgrading and fully populating the EBEX focal plane for the Antarctic science flight.
Figure 7. Results of in flight tuning of the focal plane. Left: Voltage vs magnetic flux response for SQUID b01-B3 on the ground (solid line) and in flight (dashed line). Chosen SQUID bias points are marked with circles. A difference in the magnetic environment is evident by the shift in the response. Right: Current as a function of voltage for bolometer 250-09-03 at altitude 18287 m (solid line), 21,403 m (dashed line) and 24,964 m (dotted line).
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